Your Home in Motion...
Pleated and Cellular Shades

Roller Shades/ Solar Screens

Sheer Horizontal Shades

Roman Shades

2” Horizontal Blinds

Draperies

COMBINE BEAUTY AND FUNCTION
TO AUTOMATE ANY DECOR

SLEEK AND SOPHISTICATED SHADE CONTROL

THE ULTIMATE IN ELEGANCE AND CONVENIENCE

A TIMELESS CLASSIC IN MOTION

NATURAL BEAUTY WITH ENHANCED
FUNCTIONALITY

A SOFTER LOOK THAT GLIDES WITH EASE

Adjust your shades from the comfort of your chair. Simply
press a button and watch your pleated and cellular shades
move with ease.

It’s easy to experience the superior performance of your
roller shades. Effortlessly, lower shades to block glare while
you work and still enjoy the view outside.

Set in motion the soft, stylish elegance of sheer horizontal
shades and enjoy the luxury of automated window
coverings.

Enjoy life’s daily pleasures with no strings attached.

Create the perfect balance of natural and artificial light with
the convenience of automated blinds.

Experience the smooth and quiet operation of automated
draperies by Somfy.

A uniquely designed Somfy motor powers your shades to
offer a convenient solution to controlling the sun.

Now, with help from Somfy, creating comfortable living
environments is quick and easy.

Adjust your shades to the down position and discover the
versatility of Somfy controls - open or close the fabric vanes
to a pre-programmed favorite shade position.

Whether you are entertaining, reading or simply relaxing in
the comfort of your home, you can easily create the ideal
ambiance for any occasion.

By simply pressing a button on your stylish remote control,
your motorized draperies can open or close, taking
convenience to a whole new level.

Somfy motors power a broad range of roman shade fabrics
and material. So, create a perfect setting and relax knowing
those large shades are now simple to adjust a the touch of a
button.

It’s so simple ... It’s Somfy!

Convenience
Now it’s simple to adjust large, tall hard to reach window coverings. Somfy’s expertly
automated motors offer ease of operation, allowing you to effortleesly and
conveniently control the light, heat and view with just the touch of a button
Also perfect for rooms with many windows, now you can easliy lift multiple shades with
quiet precision -positioning them exactly where you want.
Enjoy and relax knowing that your programmed timer provides enhanced security,
creating that “lived in look “ even when you are away

COMPLETE CONTROL WITH
RADIO TECHNOLOGY SOMFY (RTS)
Somfy offers a wide variety of controls to suit your lifestyle and
personnel preference. You may choose from a broad range of
colors and options - handheld, wall switch or automatic timers.
All feature enhanced control with no line of sight required,
adding extra convenience by eliminating the need to point or
aim the transmitter at the window coverings.

Enhance
Your Lifestyle...

Whether you prefer to control individual window coverings or
groups of window coverings, Somfy controls provide convenience
and ease of use to operating your motorized window coverings.

With Automated
Window Coverings

Comfort
To much sunlight is harmful to home furnishings, floor coverings and artwork.
Motorized window coverings can be automatically lowered throughout the day to
accomodate the setting sun, block harmful UV rays, and protect your valuable interiors.
Offered in a variety of styles to suit your decor, select a window covering based on whether
you want to take in the outside view, have total privacy, or anything in between. The
possibilities are endless.
Enjoy greater comfort and energy savings as you effortlessly eliminate harsh glare
from television and computer screens, while efficiently controlling heat gain and loss.

Control
Take control of your lighting environment and create the perfect atmosphere in
every room of your home - enjoy the sunlight and view, or create a more restful,
relaxing environment with total privacy.
SOMFY MEXICO, S.A. de C.V.

Somfy’s complete line of motorized window coverings can be instantly adjusted to your
changing activities or the changing sunlight.
Discover the ease of use and the time saving benefits of changing any room’s
ambiance with the simple push of a button.
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